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Tired of just making the same old snowman? Here’s some more ideas on how to have fun in
winter.


Mix water and food coloring in squeeze bottles and paint messages and pictures in the
snow



Pack cookie cutters with snow and place the shapes on a cookie tray (pretend they’re
cookies!)



Get out your beach toys – dig with the shovels, build castles with buckets, etc.



Practice writing letters, drawing shapes, or making designs in the snow with a stick. Try
stomping your feet to make designs and letters in the snow.



Fill a bucket with snow and hide a few small toys inside. See how long it takes your friend
to find the toys.



Freeze some of your mini toys in ice trays, hide them around the yard, and have a
scavenger hunt! Come inside and put them in a bowl of hot water to watch them melt for
more fun!

POETRY CORNER

Snow Kisses

If you go out
when it’s snowing
And look up at the sky,
You’ll feel lots
of icy kisses
As the snowflakes
flutter by.
COME CATCH SNOWFLAKES WITH ME!
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Winter word search
Bring back your completed word search for a prize!

Winter Craft
Here’s what you need to make
these cute little snowmen:


White foam cups



Any color felt or colored paper



Pom poms or even plastic bottle
caps for muffler



Black felt marker



Pipe cleaner



Scissors, glue

Winter Reading Booklist
Hey Kids – here’s some winter themed books we have available
here in our library. Cuddle up with some hot
chocolate and enjoy some reading time. You can
read aloud to your friends or younger siblings.
Maybe you can have an older person come read
them to you!
Polar Bear Night
Skippyjon Jones Snow What
Winter on the Farm
Winter is the Warmest Season
The Hat
Cozy
Moon Glowing
Pooh Welcomes Winter
No Two Alike
Mouse’s First Snow
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